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This year marks the 130th anniversary of Prairie

w A&M University. Prairie~

-,'//J}i.ffl'l.-fNiew is one of the oldest !Ind most prominent institutions of higher learning in the state 0-.

:IY>• r..

of Texas. The university'~ humble beginnings date back to 1876; unfortunately many•
· students aren't familiar \Ylth the extensive historical background of the prestigious
African American university.
'I/J(e
Prairie View A&M University serves as the second oldest public institution in
the state of Texas, originating in the Texas constitution of 1876. Subsequent to the
establishment ofthe Agriculture and Mechanical Collegeoffexas (TexasA&M University)
--~ 1871, and in accordance with constitutional provisions pledging "separate schools
((shall be provided for white and colored children, and impartial provisions shall be made
for both," Prairie View was established for the education of African Americans.
Prairie View State Nom1al and Industrial College opened on March 11, 1878.
• _ 1he affairs of the college were turned over to the A&M College Board of Directors, who
:;ea"6-egulated the curriculum for the "preparation and training of colored teachers." The
set of courses offered included home economics, mechanical arts, arts and sciences,
and agriculture. The curriculum expanded to include nursing after the university was
blished as a branch of the Agricultural Experiment Station. TI1e board of directors
6 ointed a principal teacher to administer the college, which was ultimately under ,
•· the direction of the president of Texas A&M College. L.W. Minor was appointed as the
first principal of Prairie View, serving for one year. At this point the foundation for the
pniversity had been laid. On March 11, 1878 eight African American men became the (.}di1 ·
airst students of the university, and the first of their race to enroll in a state supported
college in Texas.
Following further expansion, in 1919 the four-year senior college program was
i) / . •
•
gun, and in 1937 a division of graduate studies was added, offering master's degrees in •
'/(_jlll!&JfJ/,/{p agricultural economics, rural education, agricultural education, school administration,/;
(/and supervision, and rural sociology. In 1945, Prairie View was authorized to offer "-as
need arises," all courses offered at the University of Texas. Additionally, in 1945 the
O
name of the institution was changed from Prairie View Normal and Industrial College
_ _./
✓
to Prairie View University. The name was changed once again in 1947, to Prairie ViewCld,
Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas after the Texas Legislature provided that
"courses are offered in culture, the mechanics, arts, engineering, and natural sciences."
.
.
On Aug. 27, 1976 the name was changed once again to its present one of Prairie View
•
{{/(f(:,,(J✓ J! t, fJ/?'1/e·eA&M University, and was established as an independent unit of the Texas A&MfLI.,
b
University System.
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March on the hill rallies student voters

-----·--

Acting on the right to vote: Students marched in the rain from the MSC to the Prairie View community center to cast their earty ballots.
By Anterria Brown
News Editor

In an effort to inform students about the importance of voting, a voter encouragement raHy
and march was held Wednesday,
Oct. 25 in the Memorial Student
Center.
Its purpose was to motivate
students, and advise them of how
vital their votes are. The assembly
featured several candidates who are

running for offices in Waller County,
including Dewayne Charleston and
Sylvia Cedillo. Candidates spoke to
students about how critical voting
is and how important it is that they
exercise their l'igbt to vote.
Also in attendance was
Congresswoman Shelia Jackson
Lee, who represents the 18th congressional district of Texas. Lee
gave a powerful speech advising
students on bow they have the opportunity to directly impact the future of the university as well as the

oommunity. Lee reminded students
about the march in 2004, when
Prairie View students were battling
to corroborate tremselves as Waller
County residents, and to maintain
their right to vot,.
"Prairie Vit.w is symbolic
of the failure of the United States to
acknowledge the rights of African
American voters. You are the faces
of the 21st century civil rights movement," said Lee
The rally was directly followed by the march. Despite rain

and dreary weather conditions, students assembled outside the student
center and marched to the Prairie
View community center, where they
were able to cast early ballots. In
order to vote, students needed to be
registered and have a state issued
identification card. Students were
able to vote for a variety of offices
in Waller County, including criminal district attorney, county judge,
county court at law judge, district
clerk, county clerk, county treasurer, commissioners in precincts 2

and 4, andjustice of the peace in a11
four precincts.
Troy Charleston, a senior
business major and member of the
student government association,
said, "The goal of this march is to
unite students, and to encourage
them to stand up as Waller County
citizens. This demonstration will
reassure everyone that Prairie View
students care about what happens
in the community, and we will show
up and vote in numbers to prove
it."

Gospel Explosion kicks
off H~mecoming 2006
By Zakiya Farr
Panther Staff

The spirit of Homecoming officially began Sunday, Oct. 29,
with the annual Gospel Explosion in
the MSC at 6 p.m.
Many students worshipped
together in the MSC auditorium. 1'he
master of ceremonies was gospel comedian Marcus Wiley, who kept the
show going with jokes and skits.
The show started with
praise and worship led by Dean
Charles Lewter, who got the crowd
in the mood to praise with selections
he often uses in the chapel's morning service.
The Baptist Student Movement continued to lead the crowd in
the spirit with two numbers, includ-

ing "In Him There Is No Failure,"
the choir's signature song.
The next two choirs were
Mt. Corinth Baptist Church and
Greater St. Peter's Baptist Church,
both from Hempstead. They performed with energy and kept the
show lively, with songs that the students knew and sang along with.
Mark Gordon and Eternal
Life, a group which many PV students are members of, left the crowd
giving a standing ovation.
PV mimes performed to
Bryon Cage's "Praise Is What I Do,"
which got the whole auditorium
moving. Next, New Life Tabernacle
Church of God In Christ from

See Explosion page s
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1876 1948
- Constitution of 1876 declared establishment
of, "College or Branch University for the Instruction of the Colored Youths of the State."

- Dr. E.B. Evans was inaugurated as the first
president of Prairie View Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Texas.

1878 1956
- Football team wins national championship.
- Under the name of Prairie View State Normal Institute, L.W. Minor, first principal of
the institute, enrolled eight young men as the
first Negro students taught at a state supported college in Texas.

While Prairie View men fought for our country, a women's jazz band formed on
campus to ensure that the spirit of the soldiers never faltered; they traveled to
raise money for the troops.

1962 1969 1986

- The following term the school was forced to
close due to lack of students and funds.

- PVAMU, national football champions.

- PVAMU football team makes first appearance in the Astrodome.

1879 1966

- On October 6, 1879 E.H. Anderson, reopened the university with 36 students.

- Under the leadership of L.C. Anderson Prairie View added a women's department for Agriculture and Mechanical education where the
first women were admitted to Prairie View.

- Former Prairie View student Terri Ellis,
crooned many of her classmates with her
voice and later became a member of awardwinning national recording group En Vogue.

1987

- Dr. A.I. Thomas is elected president of
PVAMU.
- Freshman enrollment was 1,505 students.

- This year introduced the first annual Mr.
Prairie View, Mr. Ricky Valentino La Fontaine.

- Communications center opens.

1896 1968
- BookerT. Washington spoke at the first
commencement ceremony.

- Run DMC peformed for homecoming concert.

2005

- Track team wins conference and national
championship.

- Men's tennis team wins national championship.

1926

2006
- Pre-Alumni Association was established at
Prairie View A&M University.
- Baseball team wins national championship.
- 100 percent of nursing students pass the

state board examination.
- 1,000 Men's

Empowerment March was held
at the university.

_ $soo,ooo grant was given to Prairie yiew
A&M to help improve national secunty.

- KPVU extends its listener base with grants
provided by the Federal Communication
Commission.

A skyview of the University in 1926.

- Oct. 21 is recognized as Dr. Purvis Carter
Day in the thecity of Prairie View, Texas.
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W.R.Banks became the last principal of Prairie View
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Jet Magazine tour stops at Prairie View

Seminar spotlights dangers of nuclear weapons
By Anterria Brown
News Editor

Hair tips: Jet Magazine hair specialist advises tour attendee on the condition of her hair follicles.
By Anterria Brown
News Editor

The Jet Magazine 6th annual Fueling the Future: Nurturing
the Minds of Tomorrow's Leaders
HBCU College Tour made its way to
Prairie View on Oct. 26. The event
was held outside the Memorial Student Center from 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
The event was organized
in conjunction with drug-free week,
and offered students an opportunity
to participate in a wide array of activities. The tour featured a fashion

show sponsored by Wal-Mart, in
which students were able to observe
the latest fall fashion trends. WalMart also sponsored a tour bus in
which students were able to play the
most recent interactive games.
Freshman Michael Marquez said, "My favorite part of the
tour was the interactive tour bus, I
loved being able to test out the latest
games."
The tour featured a hair
analysis booth in which a sample
strand of hair was taken from the
participant's head and a chemical
analysis was performed to determine

the condition of their hair follicles.
The event featured several raffles in
which students were able to register
to win valuable prizes. There was a
prize wheel in which students were
able to answer trivia questions to
win prizes. Free care packages with
the latest skin, and hair care products were also disbursed.
Sophomore Beverly Anderson said, " I really enjoyed this event,
I was able to get fashion tips, information about how to properly care
for my hair, and win some prizes. I
would love to see more events like
this at PV."

Book by alumnus tells untold story
By Richard White
Panther Staff

In celebration of Homecoming week a book review and signing was held Monday, Oct. 30, in the
Memorial Student Center. The guest
author for the evening was Prairie
View alumnus Dr. Emiel W. Owens.
He discussed his book "Blood on
German Snow: An African American
Artilleryman in World War II and
Beyond."
Owens began the review
with a discussion about his life. He
told of his childhood, when he experienced the harsh effects from the
great depression. In 1940, he graduated from high school as valedictorian of his class. He then attended
Prairie View where he was a member
ofthe 1942 Pantherfootball team. He

was drafted into the Army in 1943,
and he was shipped to Fort Seal.
While in the Army, Owens served in
the 777th Field Artillery and like the
rest of the U.S. Army at the time, it
was a segregated unit.
Owens told the audience
about how difficult his time in the
army was and how he saw concentration camps and the gruesome effects of World War II. He shared his
near death experience, which he vividly remembers after so many years.
With help from the G.I.
Bill, he returned to Prairie View,
where he met his wife and soon after
got married. He attended graduate
school at Ohio State University, and
later earned his Ph.D. in economics.
During this time, his seledions for
schools were very limited because
some schools were still closed to African Americans. He later became a
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onto
Creative
Phone: 979-92
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professor at the University of Minnesota for two years, then went on
to teach at the University of Houston for 25 yeanas a professor of finance.
Rashawnda_ Kelley commented on the program by stating,
"It was awesome and extremely informative, and he gave excellent insight into the past."
Shanel White agreed by
saying, "It felt like a great one on one
discussion, and I really enjoyed the
program."
Owens emphasized
throughout the program that "It's
not the highest in which you gain,
but it's the depth you come from."
He said his reason for publishing
the book is for "posterity, so young
people can see what I accomplished.
Remember this: the life that serves is
the life that saves."

Recently, the threat of a
nuclear attack has become a clear and
present danger for the United States.
In an effort to educate students about
the harsh realities of nuclear violence
and the threat it poses to national security, an awareness seminar was held
Wednesday, Oct. 25 in the Memorial
Student Center ballroom.
The event featured a panel
of four speakers, who gave students
insightful information about deadly
weapons, teITOrism, and nuclear
bombs. The panelists included Emeka
A Duruigbo, assistant professor at
TSU Law School, Samuel V. Jones, assistant professor at TSU Law School,
Dr. Charles Hermann, professor at
Texas A&M University, and Dr. Michael Nojeim, associate professor of
political science at Prairie View A&M
University.
The first speaker to address
students was Jones, who gave an informative speech about the nine countries that presently possess nuclear
weapons, including North Korea, the
latest country to acquire them. North
Korea recently tested a nuclear weapon, which poses a threat of terrorism
and danger for many countries including the United States. Jones also briefly spoke about Iran seeking to obtain a
nuclear program, and how that could
affect the country. "Right now we are
facing a very real crisis. A clear and
present danger, there is an imminent
threat to the world," said Jones.
Duruigbo addressed students about the measures the United

States can take to prevent a nuclear
crisis. He spoke about the importance
ofhaving allies, and the role the United
Nations plays, when it comes to issues
of this matter.
Nojeim was the next panelist
to address the audience. He lectured
on why countries feel the need to go
nuclear, and what policies the Bush
administration should pursue to handle the nuclear crisis. He also spoke
about options the United Nations and
NATO have in this matter, including
enforcing economic sanctions against
North Korea.
The last panelist to address
the crowd was Hermann. He reiterated what the other speakers said, and
also offered his own opinions of how
North Korea and Iran should be dealt
with. He reminded students of the terrorism attacks that occurred on Sept.
11, 2001, and how the threat of terrorism is still imminent today. He encouraged students to understand how
detrimental an effect nuclear weapons
could have on the world if they got into
the wrong hands.
Senior Rebecca Williams
said, "I found the seminar to be extremely insightful. This is a major issue that needs to be spoken about.
It is crucial that people lmow what's
going on in the world around them.
The speakers were very lmowledgable
about the topic, and gave wonderful
lectures. We need to have more events
like this."
The event was followed by a
question and answer forum, in which
students were able to ask questions of
the panelists. The Frederick Douglass
Leadership Institute sponsored the
event.

Red Ribbon Week promotes drug free campus
By Yonne Bellamy
Panther Staff

In honor of Red Ribbon
Week, a seminar was held on alcohol
and other drugs, Oct. 25 in the MSC
ballroom.
According to program coordinator Lydia Love, "The Red Ribbon
campaign is recognized for a week
to promote non-drug use. PVAMU
joined 3,000 other universities to celebrate the Red Ribbon National Campaign."
The seminar began with
a discussion on marijuana. According to the National Institute on Drug
Abuse, marijuana is a dry, shredded
green/brown mix of flowers, stems,
seeds, and leaves of the hemp plant
cannabis sativa and is the most commonly abused illicit drug in the United
States.
An informative video titled,
''Teens and Marijuana," was shown.
According to the video, marijuana
is broken down slowly and can stay
in your system from four weeks to a
month. The primary effects are damage to the lungs, reproductive sys-

terns, reduction in testosterone levels,
reduced sex drive, and disruption of
the menstrual cycle. In some cases,
there can be physical effects on the
brain, such as short-term memory
loss.
Darryal Williams, the alcohol and drug educator on campus,
lectured on alcohol and its affects.
Williams says, "Alcoholism is a progressive, primary and fatal illness."
According to the Annual Review of Public Health, 1,700 college
students between the ages of 18 and
24 die each year from alcohol-related
unintentional injuries, including motor vehicle crashes. The review also
states that 400,000 students between
the ages of 18 and 24 had unprotected
sex and more than 100,000 students
between the ages of 18 and 24 report
having been too intoxicated to know if
they consented to having sex.
Williams also discussed depressants such as ecstasy, handlebars
(muscle-relaxer), and volume. Af:.cording to Williams, Hispanics are the
leading users of inhalants such as cocaine, spray paint, white out and dry
erasers. Williams also spoke about
narcotics such as Vicodine.
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BE1 Campus Tour hits the Hill
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By Evan White, The Panther

anks: Crowd lifts hands in praise on

Sunday at Homecoming 2006 Gospel Explosion.

Evening of poetry
sparks excitement

By Evan White, The Panther

Competing for the prize: Students play video games in hopes of winning prizes provided by BET.
By Richard White
Panther Staff
When students entered
the Memorial Student Center ballroom for Poetry Night on Monday,
Oct. 30, dim lights, and the suave
sounds of jazz and neo-soul greeted
them. The occasion drew in a full
crowd of spectators anxiously anticipating the event.
As the night got underway,
Nyne, the host, laid down a few
ground rules. Ou.Spokn and Nyne
opened the show with their own
piece. Middle Class G delivered an
unforgettable performance titled,
"Spit Shined Truth," which had everyone on their feet.
Next to the stage were the
brothers of Phi Mu Alpha with their
performance of "Isn't She Lovely,"
with a saxophone solo from Chris
Mitchell. Thefr next selection was
"I am Ready for Love," performed
by Michael Dixon. Then, Deandre
"Dre" Williams recited two pieces
that had all of the ladies going crazy,
followed by a duet from Ou.Spokn
and Bishop that got the crowd in a
frenzy, and craving for more.
During the intermission,

the students were still raving about
the first half of the show and were
clueless about what to expect for
the next half. "I love poetry night, it
gives the students a chance to speak
their mind and to express how they
feel," said sophomore Candyce
Zacharie.
Freshman biology major
Lectoria White said, "Poetry night
was very inspiring, a nice set-up,
and an overall beautiful program."
After intermission, Forte
gave the crowd three selections,
"Where I Wanna Be," "Heaven," and
an original PV collaboration with
Nyne and Ou.Spokn titled, "Love
Jones." Breanna Cooper thrilled
the crowd with her voice, and her
words. There was also a quartet by
Martin Caesar, D.C. Paul, Ty Speed,
and Lord Byron. Martin Caesar
spoke about an event and experience of domestic violence. Then,
Bishop performed a rhyme full of
fire that left the audience in awe.
As the program quickly
drew to a close, Forte made sure
the crowd left on a good note by
playing jazz. Overall, Poetry Night
was one of the many highlights of
Homecoming this year and was a
real treat for those who attended.

By Alexis Benton
Panther Staff
Cloudy skies and a little
rain didn't stop Black Entertainment Television from bringing the
spotlight to campus Thursday, Oct.
26, for the BET Black College Tour,
which lasted from noon til1 4 p.m. in
the new gym.
The BET Black College
Tour, which began five years ago as
an endeavor of BET in the support
of historically black colleges and
universities, has been on tour since
the beginning of September. The
tour consists of informative ente1·tainment and activities that reach
out to minority students who attend
HBCUs. It is the largest black college tour in the country, covering 14
schools, over a 10-week period.
The fes 'vities and entertainment began with the Singers
Spotlight sponsored by the upcom-

ing movie Dreamgirls which is
scheduled to open in December.
The winner of the contest, which
showcased 10 students, was Taushey Sias, a freshman music education
major who received an iPod Nano.
This was followed by the McDonalds
Poetry contest and the Pepsi Freestyle Challenge that featured eight
students competing in rhyme skills.
The winner of this competition was
freshman John Curtis who also received an iPod Nano.
"He did pretty good," said
Kevin Edwards, a communications
and sociology major, about the new
freestyle champion. "I like this tour
better than last year. It seems like
everyone can really get to do and see
more in the gym than if it was outside like last year," he added.
Along with the interactive
contests, there were also games and
raffles held throughout the tour lineup. Students had chances of winning
a ticket from Southwest Airlines by

entering their names in a raffle,
which was drawn toward the end of
the program. "I think it's great that
they are giving students a chance to
win stuff literally for free," said student Ciera Hunter who worked as a
volunteer for the McDonalds raffle
and drawing. Five students won
gift cards with a value from $50 to
$100 dollars. "It was fun volunteering for this and I know that it's going to make some student happy at
the end of the day," said Hunter. The
tour also featured a Rap it Up booth
that allowed students to receive a
free HIV/AIDS test.
There were performances
by several Motown artists, including
ladies' magnet Sammie. The Stomp
the Yard contest, the Verizon threepoint shoot out, and the Air-Force
two-on-two basketball competition
brought the tour to a close. Students
can look forward to seeing additional pictures and footage online at
www.bet.com.

Casinoween brings gambling and horror together
By Anterria Brown
News Editor
Homecoming
festivities
continued Tuesday Oct. 31 in the
Baby Dome with Casinoween Night.
The event featured a haunted house
as well as a mini casino and drew a
sizable crowd of spectators, all anxious to test their luck at the casino.
Students were given a
$5,000 coupon, which they were able
to cash in for tokens to gamble at var-

ious tables. Participants placed bets
at slot machines, black jack tables,
roulette tables, and crap tables. Professional dealers aided students and
advised them of the proper rules and
techniques for the games.
Freshman Jerica Glasper
said, "I had a lot of fun gambling; I
got a good feeling of what it feels like
to go to a real casino. This has been
my favorite event of Homecoming so
far."
At the end of the night,
scores were tallied and money was
counted, the person who had acquired

the most winnings received several
prizes including PV paraphernalia,
and Homecoming event tickets.
The baby dome was decorated with spider webs, smoke, and a
host of other spooky decorations. The
house featured a haunted classroom,
a crime scene, and the entry to the
gates of hell.
Junior Brooklyn Donavan
said, "My favorite part of the event
was the haunted house, it was actually scary. It was decorated good, and
you could tell there was a lot of time
and effort put into it."

Visit The Panther's website today:
pvpanther.com

PVAMU College of Business
Open House
Friday, November 3
(11:00 am - 2:00 pm)
Hobart Taylor Hall - Rm. 2B219
. Fbet inspires students with words of knowledge.
Snap your fingers·
Explosion from page 2
']led the crowd with two
Houston th n
beautifol selection~·t
Concert
The Umvers1 Y
.
.-&
d two songs, mChorale penorme
IAm "which
. "I Arn the Great
'
eluding .
b alumnus Tamba
was written y

Giles, who sang with the choir, and
finished the service with his group
comprising PV alumni.
Sophomore
Rashawnda
Kelly said, ul think that it is wonderful to have Homecoming sta1t with
the praising of God. We know we all
need it."

Bachelor of Business Administration
(Day and Evening Classes)
Master of Business Administration
(MBA)
Master of Science in Accounting (MSA)

EAII.NBD HICBLLBNCB

www.pvamu.edu/business
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Voting: It's time for PV to wake up
Apathy from Prairie View
students and the black community
as a whole is threatening to undo
the efforts of our forerunners. A
democracy only serves the needs of
the people who make their voices
known, and from the Prairie View
community, there is hardly a squeak
from the student population. Why
is it, we must ask ourselves, so difficult to tear ourselves away from
our individual ambitions and social
lives and take responsibility for our
community and our future? Have
we so descended into the doldrums
of political lethargy that we are going to allow ourselves to roll over,
while the powers that be take everything our ancestors built away from
us?
We've heard it in our political rhetoric, we've agonized
over it while listening to reruns of
the O'Reilly factor, and yet when it
comes to counteracting the anti-affirmative action sentiment in this
country, black students across the
country seemingly have nothing to
say. There are forces at work in the
political realm which have made
their purposes known; we could
be seeing the end of the HBCU as
an institution in the United States.
With all this danger looming overhead, how many of us have taken
the time to actually go out and vote?
One eigth of us? 1000, 2000 perhaps out of 8,000? The scales are
weighted against us; other campuses around the state of Texas have

early voting programs and voting the FBI skipped over bis authority
booths in their student centers. In in the jurisdiction of Waller County
some cases other campuses have and went to another judge when a
multiple ~rograms encouraging student at Prairie View was classtudents to vote and informing stu- sified as a threat to national secudents on upcoming issues or candi- rity. There is overt discrimination
dates. We are behind, yet nobody against black elected officials, and
seems to notice and nobody seems there is nothing black students are
to care. If HBCUs are made a thing doing to stop it. Is this really the diof the past, opened up to everyone, rection we want to take the political
and have their standards adjusted, atmosphere in Wa])er County?
We can blame the hip-hop
we might be seeing the end of the
culture,
we
can blame the media and
education of black people in the
we
can
blame
the stereotypes black
United States.
I recently had an oppor- people in this country constantly
tunity to speak with a man who have to face or defy, but in the end,
has acted as a supporter of young all of the blame rests squarely on our
people getting involved in politics shoulders. How many of us skipped
and the democratic process. Judge voting over the last few days, but
Dwayne Charleston, who is running attended the events hosted by BET
for re-election this year, had a great and the weekly Prairie View hump
deal to say on the issue. On the day day? If we continue to let the govof the 'Great March,' for example, ernment run over us, and we refuse
many students, because their reg- to allow our voices to be heard, we
istration cards had not been elec- may not even have a hump day to
tronically filed, were unable to vote. look forward to. At that point, we
In response, Charleston said, "The will have no right to complain when
failure of Waller County officials to this country takes away our voting
properly process voter registration rights altogether. Impossible, you
Remember African Americards is a form of voter intimidation say?
and harassment," pointing to the cans have only had full voting rights
corruption in the county municipal for a few decades, and it wouldn't be
districts and their voting policies, a far leap for this country to revoke
which have been criticized in the those rights if we are ignoring the
past as being one of the worst places precious opportunity our ancestors
to vote in America. Voter intimida- died for.
Time to wake up, Prairie
tion is not the only corruption that
has proliferated in Waller County View.
over the past few years. Charleston
referenced one instance wherein
•Jerrell Allen

l
By Alanna Jones
Editor in Chief

1.

Did you vote last week?

2. To vote,

did you know that your student ID is
e9uivalentto being a registered voter?

3. Did you know a national magazine ranked Waller
County one of the top 10 worst places for African
Americans to vote in America?

4. Did you know Texas A&M has 10 days of early
voting versus PVAMU only having two?

No, because I wasn't up to date
on the campaigns or bills that
were going to be enacted. 2 No.
3. No and that needs to change.
Students need to be more active if
we want things to change. 4. No,
and we need to have those 10 days
as well."
" 1.

Maurice Jules
Senior
Mathematics

"1. No, because I was at a job fair
in Atlanta. 2 . No. 3. No, and that's
embarrassing. That ranking gives
the impression that students don't
care about their livelihood, and
Waller businesses only thrive
because of business it receives
from students. 4. No, but now that
I know, I wonder why there is a
difference. "

Voting rights:
Prairie View vs. Texas A&M
As fate would have it,
I happened to be present when
this week's PV PolJ questions
were being asked. One question
was posed to senior history major Sean Spikes who sparked a
conversation with another student that prompted me to step
from behind the comfortable
anonymity of the copy editing
desk to launch this foray into
journalism. As you peruse the
column and the poll in qu,estion,
you'll see and maybe ask yourselves the same questions ... Why
does Texas A&M have 10 days of
early voting at their Memorial
Student Center whiJe students
at Prairie View neither have the
convenience of having a polJing
place at our MSC nor the knowledge that all we needed was our
school identification to cast a
vote? Did anyone else know that
we could use our student identification cards to vote?
A lot of people reading
this article may ask the question,
"What's so wrong with walking
to the post office?" To which I
pose another, "Why aren't we afforded the same privileges and
comforts of our white counterparts?" No, it is not a big deal to
walk to the post office. But, how
many students actually go there?
How many students actually
know where the post office is?
Don't be ashamed if you're not a
freshman and you don't know.
U.S. Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee, D-Houston was here
last week to march with students
just as in 2004 when she, along
with 7,000 Prairie View students, State Rep. Al Edwards and
Herschel Smith of Waller Coun-

ty Leadership Council marched in
protest of then Waller County District Attorney Oliver Kitzman, who
threatened to prosecute Prairie
View students for voting in Waller
County.
Kitzman's issue was that students
at Prairie View weren't legal residents of Waller County and therefore had no right to cast a baJlot.
Kitzman's handlers apparently
didn't inform him of the the U.S.
Supreme Court ruling in 1979 affirming Prairie View students had
the right to vote in their campus
community. This ruling as well as
the controversy surrounding the
2004 protest was reported in an
article written by Gloria Rubac
of the Workers World where she
sheds light on the reasoning behind Kitzman's lawsuit, "[According to the lawsuit] only Prairie
View students failed to meet his
definition of persons having a legal
voting address.,.
The student who had an
issue with our questioning of Texas
A&M having a longer period of early voting suggested that maybe the
reason Texas A&M had more early
voting days was due to their higher
population. When told of the reason behind the march last week
and the previous march in 2004, to
which she was oblivious, she continued to argue that no one would
legally be turned away from a polling place and be disenfranchised,
and that if that ever happened we're
supposed to let the polling officials
know post haste. Yet, that's exactly
what happened to students in Prairie View when they tried to vote in
Waller County in 2004. That's exactly what happened in the 2000
presidential election. And that is

the very reason why the Voting
Act of 1965 was \mplemented in
the first place.
The denial \hat racism
stiU exists or ever txisted or
just the blatant refusa\ to view
the facts and history behind not
only the struggle that students
at Prairie View A&M University
but African-Americans in every
state have endured with being
disenfranchised adds insult to
injury. Trying to excuse, explain or gloss over the disparities between the way students at
Prairie View are treated and the
way students at Texas A&M are
catered to puts one on the level
of the Oliver Kitzmans and the
George Wallaces of the world.
I'm sure students attending Texas A&M never had
cause to pause in fear of a lawsuit or question whether they'd
be turned away from their MSC
during the 10 days that they
have at their disposal to cast an
early ballot. To them, it probably is unheard of that they'd be
blocked from the polls.
Most of us who've had
experience with voting know the
routine: usually we are expected
to show not only our voter's registration card but our state-issued identification card, driver's
license, birth certificate, get
fingerprinted and give a blood
sample in order to cast our vote.
All of these requirements were
put in place for the same reason
students at Prairie View have
to go to the post office to vote...
~ake it as inconvenient as possible until they simply give up.
• AJ""" Young

11apoJ1llame,:omlng ra TIie l'ana,8 ,
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SPIRIT ITEMS AVAILABLE: CAR FLAGS, STADIUM CUSIDONS AND MORE
Author Appearances Before and After the Game
Thomas Brooks - A WEALTH OF FAMILY
Erica Perry - A L'ESSON OR A BL'ESSING

Sylvia Price - SUCCESS IS CHASING YOU

Additional Parking at Hope A.M.E. Church, 719 University Drive

&

Crechero Powell
Senior
Communications

"1. No, because my schedule was
busy, but I will vote this week. 2.
No. 3. Yes, two professors told me
about it. 4. No and I feel angry because the people we put in power
don't mirror the election processes
of the Texas A&M System. "

Sean Spikes
Senior
History

"No, but I plan to vote this week.
2. No, because I have never been
informed. 3. No and I'm not glad
about that at all because Waller is
where I was raised. 4. No and [ feel
that our early voting period should
be the same since we are in the
same system."

Jasmine Dixon
Senior
Education

By LaQuincy R. Arnold
SGA President
The Student Government Association welcomes all
alumni and friends as they come
back to "the hill" to help us celebrate Homecoming. We commend all of the dedicated alumni
for their generosity of spirit and
their many exceptional accomplishments. You all demonstrate
the fact "Prairie View produces
productive people."
The SGA wants to thank
everyone who participated in the
March to the Polls on Oct. 25 1 a
SGA sponsored program in collaboration with Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Inc. Civic participation is not only a project but a part
of the fabric of our organization.

To achieve our next level of success, we must continue to foster a
~pus culture that not only re •
isters to vote, but actuall
g
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Staff are not alone in providing
poor customer service at the university
After_ reading the article titled "Student expresses frustration with
customer sernce by Sodexho" th t
bl.
Panther several times I d . a was pu tshed in the Oct. 25 issue of The
.
, ec1ded I need to make a few comments My comments are not aimed at the
d
·
·1ct e th t h b
. young 1a Y who wrote the article, but the overall
P . ur . a ~ een painted of the faculty and staff at Prairie View A&M
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Pull up your pants
day, a friend of ·
·
·
·
The ~thertwo
mine came to my dorm room Just to ch at whtle her laundry was drymg. As
we were chattin'd th young freshmen came by. One of the b oys wanted to "talk" to my friend (as in d ate). She
O
asked him hoW
s ~fdw~, a nd b~th of the boys replied 18. My friend and I both laughed hysterically because
we are both 22 y~arh . ·
er my friend left, the young men were still hanging around and one wanted t o know
how he could gain ~r interest.
th
I
The first mg told him to do was to pull up his pants. He asked why, then said he liked saggin' his
pants. I told hirn to come over to my computer and spell the word saggin'. Then I told him to write the word
saggin' backwards.

Umversii ~unng the many years that The Panther has been published.
eing a long time employee of the university and being an avid
reader of The Panther, it seems that our faculty and staff are in trouble. We
S-A-G-G-1-N
a_ll seem to have_bad ?ttitudes, poor customer service, and every other negaN-I-G-G-A-S
tive I have seen_ m pnnt over the years. Our students are innocent victims of
· the ongm
· · O f t hat look was from prison. The reason their pants looked like that was because
I told h1rn
?ur poor behavior. I am not on a mission of "student bashing," but let's face
they were not a!loW~d_to have belts because prisoners were likely to try to commit suicide. Also if their pants
1t, not all of our student based customer service is acceptable.
were saggin under t eir butts that meant the man was available for sex.
I ~nnot tell you how many times I have spoken to students as I
We as young black ~eople have to be the ones to effect change. We are dying. The media have m~de
pass the_m either on the sidewalk or in the hallways, and have gotten cold a mockery of the black American. Even our brothers and sisters from Africa don't take us seriously. Somethm g
stares, silen_ce, and ~ frown in return. I have been in the presence of groups
as
of_students m my daily work, and have overheard conversations about many
simple as pulli~g up your ~an_ts and standing with your head high could make the biggest difference in ~e
thmgs that would equal or surpass what was mentioned in The Panther ar- world's perception of us. It is time to do right by ourselves. We need to love and embrace each other. No one 1s
ticle. Many times I have held open a door for a young lady and she walks going to do it for us.
through with a frown on her face and no acknowledgem;nt. How about
It all comes_ down to perception. What people perceive is reality to them. We have to change not only
when there are crowds of students in the lobby of the MSC, and I try to walk the media's perception of us, but we need to change our perception of ourselves. Remember all eyes are on
through, I say "excuse me" or "pardon me" and no one moves?
you, Black Man. All eyes are on you Black Woman. All eyes are on you Black Child. People are waiting for us
The most puzzling aspect of that article in The Panther was that I to mess up. We have not only the media, but the government and the world taint the pure essence of us. They
did not see anywhere in the article where the young lady indicates she spoke have stripped our culture down to the point where we only believe we can become rappers and athletes. We are
with a member of Sodexho management to report the problem.
so much more.
Let's not get into a debate about some of the work- study students
To all my black men: It's time to stand up. There are billions of black women who want to do nothing
I have had to interact with across campus over the years; talk about poor more than worship the ground that you walk on. We are so in love with your potential. We want to have your
customer service and rudeness.
_DRrryl Kemp, MSC
back we want to love, support and cherish
evei;, ounce of your being. But with that you have to show that you are willing to be the head of our households.
You have to prove yourselves worthy of submission. We need you to be hard working, not a hustler. We need
you to seek higher education, to seek spirituality. We need you to stand! And trust us, we will have your back.
we know that it gets hard, we know you get weary. Trust and believe that there is nothing that a black woman
and a black man can't handle with God on their side.
To all my black women: It is also time for us to stand up. It is time for us to stop using our bodies as
our primary form of communication. It is time to be that virtuous
woman that Proverbs spoke of. We can not sit by the wayside while our men are dying by the masses. We are the
While walking through the a parking lot at North Carolina
epitome of black love. It starts within us. We need to speak with conviction to let not only our black men know,
Central University this summer, I heard someone yell, "Hey Paco, go
but the world know that we are the mothers of this world. We are so powerful. We are so beautiful. We need to
home!"
love and embrace every blessing God has given us physically, emotionally and spiritually.
I saw a person pointing me out to some of bis friends and
For all my Black Children: We need to love them. We need to teach them. We need to stand up for
laughing.
them. we need to protect them. We need to show them that there are no "get rich quick" schemes. We need
Though I have experienced acts of prejudice while at NCCU,
to tell them that they will die trying if they submit to a life of crime and deceit. We need to teach our children
I saw a certain irony in this occurrence because of the timing.
that no one will love them the way we can, and being a basketball player, a rapper, or a drug dealer is not the
Just this spring, NCCU students were righteously attacking
only reality because only a very small percentage of people ever make it as a rapper or professional athlete. We
the prejudice directed against the rape victim in the Duke lacrosse
need to teach our children that they can be more than rappers and athletes; they can be anything. They can
case.
own sports teams and be the CEOs of our fortune 500 companies. We need to ~elieve ~n literacy. I am almo~t
The students were forceful in their condemnation of the mecertain if we were to look to the 1930s and '40s the literacy rates for black American children are probably still
dia because of its bias against NCCU.
the same! Shame on us for not breaking open the doors of opportunity unlocked by our ancestors with blood
However, I wonder: Are those same students willing to examand sweat. Pull up your pants.
ine their own prejudices, and the biases that exist at NCCU?
- Eru Zion Veni11 Dyson, Clt11eland, Obio
Dr. Martin Luther King said, "Discrimination is a hellhound
that gnaws at Negroes in every waking moment of their lives to remind
them that the lie of their inferiority is accepted as truth in the society
dominating them."
While be was talking about discrimination against the Negro,
I think the quote aptly describes discrimination by the Negro.
In addition to my personal experiences, I have seen examples
of prejudice at NCCU due to skin tone, body type and personal associat ions.
People have the right to discriminate when it comes to picking friends; however, blatant prejudice is something practiced by the
fearful and insecure.
Intelligent people who are secure in their identities are willIn response to Otis Clayborne's editorial that appeared in the Oct. 26 ~ssue of The Panther, I wa?t to
ing to meet people who are different from them.
offer more of a personal and professional opinion. Everyone is _entitl~d !o bt:heve what they want to ~he:~•
Another irony of the person's comment is that I am home.
live how they want to live, and worship who they want to worshi~, for ~t 1s a nght afforded to us by bemg c1t1I was born in Raleigh, the USA is my home and NCCU is my
zens of the United States of America, and in my opinion a God-given nght.
school.
It's amazing how we, the African-American ra~, can magically use _the Bi~le to be the sole res~~
I have represented my school proudly on many occasions.
for whatever topic we are arguing. Mr. Clayborne, you CJted ~e same ~Id typ1cal _scn~tures that all ~f smug t
I represented NCCU at a conference in Berkeley, Calif., and
society always quotes. Leviticus 18 says, "Man shall not lie with man. I_ha\'~ laid with a few men m my five
helped organize AIDS week last year.
.
years of being openly gay with myself, family, and friends. I have never laid with a man as a woman, but as anI appreciate all the help the faculty and staff have given me
other man, my equal. If I wanted to lay with a man as a woman, I v.:ould get a woman. You must be vex;: careful
during my time here.
.
because each scripture you use can be distorted for the fact of making the person who you are cballengmg look
They are very open-minded, and many have tned to mentor
me and help me achieve my own potential.
.
.
good.
While you were reading your Bible did you happen to look over a few more of the ~criptures that soI also had the privilege of meeting an amazmgly creative and
ciety often conveniently ignores? Leviticus 19:27-28 says, "You shall not shave around the sides of your head,
intelligent person who not only forced me to critically examine my life,
nor shall you disfigure the edges of your beard. You shall not make any cuttings in your flesh for the dead n~r
but demanded I grow in ways I never thought I could.
tattoo any marks on you. I am the Lord." For the most part we all get nice tapers, even cuts, and f~d~, so JS
Though I have experienced personal success«:5 at N~CU, I a~
this greater than homosexuality? What percentage of the student body has some type of tattoo or piercmg on
frustrated that the potential of this school is trapped m a pnson bwlt
their bodies?
·
k I
?s
h
on fear, narrow-mindedness and mediocrity.
.
It is the same Bible that was used by slave owners to justify the oppression ofblac s aves ow ere
NCCU has the potential to exist among the top schC>?ls m the
do we as a people draw the line? Do we simply just pick and choose what gets us to heave~ and ;~a~does not?
nation• however to do that its students must not fear the nation.
It is sad that so many of my peers preach what they want to preach instead of trying to umte an n common
' Instead of judging and fearing me, let's~' s~ we can work
ground when it comes to understanding a higher source.
, . h
be th t
together to tear down the invisible walls surro_undmg this ~pus.
I often wonder when I read articles and editorials like Mr. 9ay1>?rne s, I JU~ ave to remem r a
We can show the world that the deVIls rule hell while eagles
like many of my other peers it's just a repeat of homophobic rhetonc reCJt~ by th;tr das.~o~a~:,ent~ It
seems that anyone who challenges the rhetoric or the word must be a ~on-believer: a e;
~ ti JS wften
rule the heavens!
.
.
For the record, I am Asian Indian, not Hispamc.
it comes to many topics and issues in the Bible, people often quote scnptures they 11 e to t e situa on, 0 en
I know I )ook odd to many people, because 1 am a stubborn
without any knowledge of the real facts.
.
alk · th
rk
J m an openly gay homosexual black man living in Texas and hfe has not been a W m e ~ ·
individualist and do not do conformity. .
.
You have the right to judge me without knowmg me. Malcol1!1
It is wrongaimmorally for me to love another man, yet it is okay for our community !eade1:, pastodrs, pobtical
x
·d "I believe in the brotherhood of man, all men, but I don t
figures and parents to lie, cheat and steal. If no one else has said i_t, I ~av~.
can
en:~:
! th gay community with irrelevant issues and use the Bible m pitiful attemp O_JU fy ~gn
·
brotherhood with anybody who does?'t want ~rotherhood
l
swalk
ammmg
ePVAMU and I promise you will find many more th'mgs aIong WI'th homosexuality that mdeed the
'th
b
.
e
.
n
treating
people
right,
but
I
m
not
gomg
to
waste
around
Wl
me. I e11ev 1
d
, kn h
t
·
· to t reat somebody right who oesn t ow ow o remy time
trymg
Bible condemns.
.
h
· the Bible I am a true believer in
In conclusion, Jesus never discusses homosexuality anyw ere m .
· t heaven that 1 truly
turn the treatment."
1· c
.al
a
student
at
North
Caro
ma
ent,
the word and I have my own personal relationship with~- I am on my ownJ~:ri ; ~ the end of the day
Gautam M ohapatra,
University, writes for the Campus Echo.
believe e~st. I, just like everyone else, was cre~te~ out of sm, ~d Ilf~lr~~: the l~stw~rd. We must first of
when it is all said and done for Terrence Omar Gilbert, God himse W1
all learn to love each other as brothers and sisters.

N.C. Central should

examine its own prejudices

k{omosexuality:
•
not a greater sin

tll

be~~:~:

yve

oc:t~•~ .

- Ttrnnce Gilbert, PVAMV fonmr ,tudtnt

The Bible declares in Hosea 4:6, "My people are destroyed for lack of knowl-

Do you have a hot topic that
you f eel the student body
should be aware of!
Write to The Panther today.
panther@pvamu.edu
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Timothy 3=16-:7clear] sa ·n all scripture is sowid doctrine and is given to those who want to~ ~ected through
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By Sean Celestine, Panther Contributor

True Champions: The Prairie View men's cross country team won a second consecutive conference championship Monday, in Mississippi. They outran
conference rivals Grambling State, who placed second and Jackson State, who finished third for the crown.

Men's cross country team comes home SWAC champs
With a point total of 46, Panthers win second conference title
By Simon Mann

Panther Staff

Doubt, concern, hope,
and anxiousness are just a select
few words to describe the feelings
that wondered through the minds
of athletes, coaches, and other
onlookers as Southwestern Athletic
Conference officials tallied up points
Monday afternoon following the
intense 2006 Cross Country
Conference Championship meet.
"I felt nauseous," head
men's track coach Clifton Gillard
said in his own way. "I didn't know
whether I messed in my pants
or if I was just plain nervous. No
one knew how to feel." But after
the announcement of the results
came on the loud speaker, shouts
of joy and relief swept through the
corner of purple and gold attire
as the Prairie View men's Cross
Country team had successfully
defended their title. "I heard from
(grad assistant coach) Hezekiah
(Pascal) that we won but I was still
in disbelief until I heard the official
results," said Senior Ashton Brown.
This years SWAC men's
and women's Cross Country
Championships were held in
Clinton, Miss., by host Jackson
State, Monday, Oct. 30. The men's
race (8,000 meter run) was won
individually by Grambling State's
Kerone Fairweather. However,
with a strong second, third, and
fourth place finish by Sophomores
Alonzo Thomas, Matthew Jones,
and Brown, respectively, the
Panthers were in great shape to win
the meet. "What got me was that
after A.B. (Brown) came in, all I
saw were black uniforms come in,"
said Assistant Coach Chris Clay.
Referring to the black
uniforms, both Grambling and
Alabama State sported their
two-piece black jersey tops and
bottoms with miniature gold
lettering on the front. In that mixup, Alabama State had three out
of the next six runners finish while
Grambling had two. Following the
first four mentioned, nine runners
had finished
the
race before
freshman Roland DeJean, the
next PV Panther, had come in.
"He was our hero," said Gillard.
When he came down that hill
and caught these boys from
Grambling that gave us our shot."
But Prairie View still
needed one more runner to finish to
have the five member requirement
according to rules of the sport.
Following DeJean's 14th place

finish, Grambling immediately
completed their five member
crossing grabbing 15th and 16th
place, then 17th for good measure.
Defending indoor track champion
Jackson State also completed their
five members crossing, finishing
in places 6,11,12,13, and 19. Fiftynine seconds had passed before the
fifth Panther came across the finish
line represented by senior Thomas
Rivera, a first team All-SWAC
performer last year, in his final
Cross Country Championship meet.
The remaining Panther
runners represented by Tyrone
Russell, Cecil Shy, Maurice Cavitt,
Michael Miller, and Benjamin
• Green put forth great effort
finishing in the top 38 slots out
of 58 total competitors. Then, all
that was left to do was wait. "I was
nervous," said Jones, referring
to the waiting period after his
individual finish. "Just seeing all
these people finish and knowing
I still have teammates to rely
on, all I could feel was nervous."
Just about all the coaches
and spectators scrambled with

their own pen and paper to try to
tally up the points themselves as
runners came across the finish
line and were given place markers
to accurately track their finish.
Yet and -still, the official
word from the meet, Marshall
was the only word that would be
accepted by the many wondering
minds this day. "And in first place ...
with 46 points, the team from Prairie
View," said the announcer halfenthusiastically as the purple and
gold filled corner of the field erupted
in cheers, fist pumps, and high-fives.
"A couple of us cried," said
sophomore Green. "I just thanked
God it was over and was glad I could
be a part of such a successful team."
Concluding, Coach Gillard
said, "I wanted to harm ruvera
because we know he can do better.
But when I found out we won, I
looked at (former runner) Sean
(Celestine) and said 'we won the
son-of-a-gun."
The Panthers have won two
SWAC Cross Country titles in a row,
last year doing it on their home turf
here in Prairie View. "I think we can

By Evan White, The Panther

Members of the men's cross country team show off their new
SWAC championship shirts in front of MSC.
do it again next year," said Jones.
First Team All-Conference
honors were given to the top five
overall finishers in which Thomas,
Jones, and Brown all received,
and Second Team All-Conference
honors were given to the next five
finishers. Sophomore Cecil Shy
received honors on the SWAC All-

Academic Team with a 3.82 GPA.
The men's cross country
team will be honored in this
Saturday's Homecoming parade
titled, "The Parade of Champions",
as the second team in the lineup behind last year's
Black
Col1ege National Champions, the
Prairie View A&M baseball team.

Panthers vs. Golden lions
2006 Homecoming matchup
By Rashad Morgan

Sports Editor

If You ask anyone who
knows anything about football
t~ey will tell you that offense sells
tickets but defense wins games.
That wm seem to be the
theme at this years homecoming
matchup, pitting the Prairie View
A&M University panthers against
the University of ArkansasPine Bluff Golden Lions.
Even though the Panthers
have been on the bottom end
of some c)ose losses, the
last three games by four
points or less, they h~ve
stil] consistently rnamtained their status as
one of the best defenses in the conference.
The Panthers current_ly
rank number one m
. g defense and
S conn
.
r two m
numbe
c
·ng
de1ense,
rusI11

total defense, sacks by, and red
zone defense. These high rankings are thanks to defensive leaders Van Sallier, .rermaine McGhee, Chandre' Ward, and Zack
East.
Sallier, McGhee, Ward,
and East all rank among the best
in the conference in tackles.
McGhee ranks among
the top three in sacks and
forced fumbles. He also leads
all ends and linemen in tackles.
The Panthers are also
backed by the number one
rushing offense in the conference. Prairie View has a total of
1345 yards and averages 192.1
yards a game, on the ground.
The Golden Lions
have a number three ranked offense, led by senior quarterback
Chris Wallace. Wallace is second in SWAC in passing yardage averaging 181.8 yards in the
air and only five interceptions.
Wallace is arguably the
best quarterback in the conference with an efficiency rating
of 168.3, 29 points higher than

the

next leading quarterback.
To stop the Golden Lions'
air attack, the Panthers will have
to shut down Wallace's favorite
target, junior Jason Jones. Jones
~urrently averages 74 .5 receivmg yards per game and has a total of eight touchdowns this season. The Panthers will also have
to watch for senior Dedrick Poole.
A transfer from University of Arkansas-Fayetteville
Poole has rapidly contributed t~
th~ Golden Lions' offense averagmg 151.9 all purpose yards per
game. Poole is a weapon that
~ine Bluff likes to use on the rushmg and receiving end of the ball.
The last time these two
teams met the Panthers gave
th
a 34-7 stomping.
This
might be the win Prairie Vneeds to finish the rest of ~~w
season off on a pos1·t·
e
.
ive note
fense
With a top ranked of~
and number one d fi
going toe-to-toe one
e ense
~magine, but a~ the :~~ only
mg goes ...defense win
says games.
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Lady Panthers clinch spot with win over Grambling State
By Sean Mitchell
Panther Staff

.
Senior TaCho Richard
h ad six service aces and
seven digs and junior
Shannon Harrison had /'
22 digs and three service
aces as the
Prairie
Vfew
Lady
Panthers
picked up a win on Senior
Day, defeating Grambling in four
sets 30-13, 26-30, 30-26, 30-14.
The win pushed the Lady
Pan~hers' record to 18-9 overall and
6- 1 m the SWAC Western Division
clinching the division for the team'.
The Lady Panthers,
curre?tly on a three game
wmmng
streak
now
ranks number one
in the conference
in
hitting
percentage
(.224), assists
(11710, kills (1409), and
service aces (252). The
Panthersalsoranksecondin
opponent hitting percentage.
"They
played
well. Still, we need to learn
to finish the game," said
head coach Alicia Pete,
referring to the team's loss
in the second set. "The
second set was actually
a wake-up call for them
to pick up their game."
After the
Lady
Panthers
won the first set
easily, the team
faced a stiffer
challenge
f r o m
Grambling ,
as
the
Lady Tigers
controlled
the second set,
winning
30-26 to tie the
match at
one set apiece.
Grambling
again
controlled the third set and
looked poised to take a two set

to one advantage as they held a
24-19 lead. Refusing to give up,
the Lady Panthers rallied back
to take the third set, helped in
great part by three consecutive
service
aces
by
Harrison.
"They showed a lot
of heart there. A lot of the spirit
came from the crowd, so I'm
thankful the student body ca.me
out and supported us," said
Pete.
The comeback spawned
the momentum the team needed,
as the Lady Panthers had little
trouble defeating the Lady Tigers
in the fourth set, winning 30-14.
Richard also leads the conference
in service aces with 0.64 a game.
The win capped the
SWAC home careers of seniors
Brandie Johnson, Crystal Stigler
and Alexandria Neul. They have
one non-conference home game
left against Paul Quinn. The team
h on ored
the trio with a
bouquet
of
flowers
a n d
other gifts to
show
their
appreciation.
Stigler
leads
the conference in
hitting
percentage.
"The win feels good, I'm
just so excited I can't even
express myself," said Stigler.
"It was an emotional win. I've
been playing volleyball for
nine years and it feels like
it's all coming to an end."
After the game Neuls
stated how much she enjoyed
her stint of being a part of
such a unique team. "I love
playing volleyball, I have
played this sport all my life, after
our last home game I will be sad,
but I am loooking forwards to the
upcoming SWAC tournament."
The Lady Panthers
next face Paul Quinn Nov. 2,
which will be their last scheduled
home game. The Lady Panthers
will play host to the SWAC
athletic conference tournament
which will be held Nov. 9-11.

By Evan White, The Panther

Get low: LaPorte, Texas native TaCho Richard prepares to pass the ball in the Lady Panther's
game against Grambling State. Richard led the team with six service aces.
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"It's my first Homecoming

II

By Larrisha Washington
Panther Staff
It's the hottest parties, parades, pep rallies, drinks, food, and fun. It's time to "set yo homecoming out." All
these things are expected when the Homecoming season arrives, but for many freshmen, college homecoming is
perceived to be far beyond their high school expectations. For fr~shmen, l~o~necoming is anticipated to be the
most memorable event of their college experience. Larrisha Washington. of 71H' P(lnther, interviewed freshmen
Ryan Davis and Ashley Riggs about their expectations for Homecoming.

Larrisha: What are your expectations of your first Prairie View Homecoming?
Ryan: I expect it to be exciting and hopefulJy way better than m) high school Homecoming. My high school
Homecomings were not all that great.
Ashley: I want it to be the best Homecoming that I have ever had.

Larrisha: What are your plans for the week of Homecoming? Are you going to any parties or
participating in any of the Homecoming activities?
Ryan: I plan to go to some parties but I don't know which ones because no one is really sure of exactly what they
are doing yet. I am going to the football game.
Ashley: I'll more than likely be at band practice all week, but hopefully I'll have enough time to'go party.

Larrisha: What do you hope does not happen during homecoming week?
Ryan: I hope there are no fights and no shootings.
Ashley: I hope that there are no accidents, tragedies, or shootings.

Larrisha: What are your thoughts on Homecoming? What positive and/or negative thoughts do
you have?
Ryan: I really have only positive thoughts. After all, it's Homecoming.
Ashley: I really just hope to have fun but I fear that something bad might happen.

Elect Sylvia Cedillo
llrairie View l~esident
Fo11nder, The P.E.A.C.E. Project at PVAMC

SelfTalk
Are you on your team?

By Dr. Victor Pendleton

Mental Health Cont1ibutor

Don't Be a Silent Minority- Vote!
Early - October 30 - Nov. 3, 2006
Election Day - Tuesday, Nov. 7th
Pol. Ad. By Sylvia Cedillo Campaign, P.O. Box 356, Prairie View, TX 77446. Sylvia Cedillo, Treas.

Self-talk
is
the
constant stream of chatter that
goes on in our heads. Generally,
it
happens
automatically
without any conscious effort on
our pa1t. Although it may occur
unconsciously, self-talk can
affect our lives in many ways
because what we think about
affects our mood and behavior.
For example, self-talk reflecting
self doubt.
Likewise,selfcriticism contributes to anxiety,
depression, andlowself-esteem.
Self-doubt can paralyze our
decision making. We al1 seem
to have self-talk, but we differ
in the kinds of self-talk we have.
Some of us have self-talk that
reflects personal pride and selfsatisfaction. Such people may
talk to themselves in respectful,
admiring, and encouraging
ways; this is positive self-talk.
On the other hand, some of us
talk to ourselves in very critical
and demeaning ways. These
people are hard on themselves.
They frequently call themselves
names and put themselves
down. Their self-talk is often
discouraging. This is negative
self-talk. Generally speaking,
it is better to have positive selftalk.

We can learn to control
our self-talk. To take control we
begin by catching ourselves talking
negatively and then making the
choice to speak/think differently.
At that point we choose to speak
from a different view of "reality."
We can choose to be encouraging
instead of discouraging, and
supportive rather than critical.
By consistently practicing this
technique, deep-seated habits of
self-talk are changed.
Habits of negative selftalk are developed over time and
sometimes over many years. They
may have begun as criticisms from
our parents that were continued
us int? adulthood. Consistently
mterrupting old habits weakens
them._ By consistently replacing
negat1v~ self-talk with hopeful and
~upportive positive self-talk, we
mte1nipt the automatic negative
s~lf-talk process and replace it
with posi·t·ive se1f-talk.
·
Consistent
replacement
with
d'"
..
Iuerent
pos1t1ve self-talk wil1 result i~
:~ d~velopment of new habits of
mkmg and
speaking• The more
.
we practice this behavior th
stronger the habit becomes. '
e

?Y

talk 'thWe can change our selfB w1 awareness and practice
Y contrnlling it we control ou;
:ood. We can move from a
epressed or anxious m d
•
cal
d
oo to a
m an content one W
use positive
··
self-talk ·t e can
positive expectations . o create
important b
' and that is
ecause ex
.
predict out
pectations
come. Why not
k
a commitment to be full
ma e
team? Learn tot lk
yon your
you're you1· b' a to yourself like
1ggest fan
The PVAMu·c
.
Center is available t h 1 ounsehng
O
change self-talk
e P s~udents
available for o~h Help is . also
emotional , and er behavioral
h
,
problems. Call
psyc ological
an appointment 936-857-2511 for
vrpendleton@p; or send email to
amu.edu.
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Raves and Reviews:
Gone
By Christina Cooper
By David Butler and La.Cheryl WhitI
Panther Staff
ow

thought i':5wif i: were in hon?r of tradition, Saw III hit the screens just as Halloween approac~ed- While skeptics
ro ed
ou d not by far hve up to its two prior films (Saw and Saw 11), many fans can testify tbat Saw III
~f ~ 1~/;;ven more ~adistically delightful than previously anticipated. In a discu$Sion about the latest release
w ' Cheryl Whitlow and David Butler of The Panther share their wicked reviews.

~C~1Xl: In all honesty, I missed the first five minutes of the movie (chuckles).
VI ·

WW, man!

You know this movie is legendary for its crazy intros!

~C~~ryl: :Enlighten me, Mr. Butler, without telling the movie of course.

.

.

.

Now that you're gone life has never been better
I feel so free each day and I become stronger,
I'm so glad you really didn't stay any longer.
Loving myself now is so much more effective
Oh! how I don't miss playing "Miss Detective"
I can see how much I've grown
You live and you learn
And God never left me alone

th vid. Basically, the way Saw II ended is the way Saw III began. You know, with the detective getting locked m
e cell by the Jigsaw's protege.

LaCheryl: I think that it's pretty awesome how the movie kind of rewrites everything you thought you had seen in
Saw .and Saw II. I remember thinking how many people are going to be amared to see a whole new story line up.
Da~d: Yeah, I think that's going to be a new trend for these guys. In all three movies, you can watch the whole
movte and still miss something small that will replay at the end.

~Cheryl:_ Do you think that the producers re-wrote the previous two films in Saw III because they wanted to
give longeVIty to what could possibly be a series of films such as horror movie classics like Halloween, Jason, and

Friday the 13'h?
David: Yeah, you could say that. With the insane traps Jigsaw comes up with, I wouldn't dare think that could fit
into one movie.

LaCheryl: I would definitely have to say so, too, because I've always felt that there was no possible way that
Jigsaw ...the great (that's what I personally like to refer to him as) could have come up with such vicious brilliance
alone.
David: I guess. (laughs) Looks like someone's into h~ed old men with brain tumors!
David: You know I'm just kidding, but I would have to say, ifl ever woke up in one of those situations, I would
have to just go back to sleep on that!

LaCheryl: (laughs) David, you have no sense! I take it you liked the movie, but wouldn't dare want to be caught
in a dirty bathroom with ·a chain on your ankle?
r

David: It doesn't matter... chain or no chain... I'm not having that!
LaCheryl: I bet you wouldn't! Do you think there will be a Saw IV?
David: Of course I do. You saw the movie, and the last two. You already know how this is supposed to go.
LaCheryl: Yeah, but don't you think a trilogy is enough?
David: That's true, but think about it, at the end of the movie, you know you got that feeling. You know, the one
where you almost wished you were in the movie.

LaCheryl: David, I think you would be the only one thinking of anything close to that!
David: Ha ha, very funny. We'll with all the plot twists and unexpected scenarios this flick has come up with, I
can say for us all I wouldn't mind sharing some of that Hollywood money because Saw isn't going anywhere for
awhile.
LaCheryl: Well I can agree with you on that one. Then you use some of that money so we can see Hostal 3 when
•it comes out.

BROOKS LANDING

He was there each "time you laid our love on the line,
Funny now cause victory js mine
I would have done anything, gave you my all,
Thought you were my everything
I stood by your side night and day
I endured all the hurt and pain,
Caterer to your every need, listened to all your
problems,
I even believed all your lies
Friends tried to tell me,
Some people just don't want to be loved
Always remember what goes around comes around
Now that you're gone I can see life more clearly now
Back then I didn't love myself as much as I loved you,
But thank God for giving me eyes to see and ears to
hear
It was him who loved me all along
See, baby, it's not always just about you
It's my time to shine, I deserve to be wined and dined
Today is a new day and all the things you've done to me
You will pay

I know now the importance of keeping God first
Respecting myself
Now that you're gone...
There's only one thing left to say... GOODBYE!

PARTMENTS

24444 RICHARDS ROAD
936-857-9533
WWW. BROOKSLANDINGAPTS.COM

ONE MILE FROM CAMPUS

1X.1

2X2

$645

$495/$520

4X2

$415

PRICES FOR EACH ROOM!!
ALL ROOMS INCLUDE: ALL BILLS PAID
CABLE (3 PREMIUM), WASHER 8c DRYERS IN EACH APARTMENT,
BUILT IN DESKS AND CEILING FANS

1.How many people have seen the PV-Uncut XXX tape of the girl in
ROTC? 2. Why did she back door in do a cameo in that second tape, PV
Gone Wild? 3. Didn't she already prove she was a real "head-hunter" in
the first one? 4. Didn't one of the guys look real young? 5. Who put the
tape all over S.R. Collins Jast week? 6. Who was the boy who thought it
was ok to fight that girl at the haunted house in Hobart? 7. Even though
the girl looked like Tina Turner, wasn't that just totally out of line? 8.
Who is the infamous "Miss Loose Booty?" 9. Is it true that she has more
freshman boys on her "roster" than UC? 10. Why were those Capri Suns
at the Kappa Halloween Party so tasty? 11.
Was it all-natural or was
it "artificially flavored?" 12. Why did those gir]s have the Kappas' names
on the backs of their baseball shirts? 13. Don't they know pretty boys
only date pretty girls? 14. Who is the girl who keeps telling everybody
she's going to tattoo Mo-Phatt's name on her back? 15. Why can't she
just ask for his autograph? 16. Why do grown-ups still dress up for
Halloween? 17. Who was the snow bunny in the too little black business
suit? 18. Speaking of trashy things, who was the girl in the cheap maid's
uniform? 19. Why didn't somebody ask her to clean herself up? 20.
What are you thinking?

20More
A VOICE IN AUSTIN FOR PVA&M UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
VOTE

DOROTHY BOTTOS
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE for
STATE RE.PRESENTATIVE DISTRICT 28

*
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*
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1.What was the president's motivation for getting on the stage during
the BET Black College Tour? 2. Who was the girl who fainted when
Sammie started singing to her? 3. Why are all the step show participants
practicing in the engineering building? 4. Since we are already having
a lame homecoming, are we going to act surprised if we see a repetitive
step show? 5. Why does Epsilon Gamma Iota have the biggest letters
under their tree? 6. Aren't we glad they are showing fellow organizations
how it's really supposed to be done? 7. How many people know that
registered students can use their I.D cards as a voter registration card?
8. Wasn't it just timely to put up that welcoming marquee right before
alumni arrived? 9. Speaking of alumni, how many of them booked
rooms at the new motel on University Drive.? 10. Weren't those cute
masks that the Zetas had on for Halloween? 11. Or better yet, were
those even masks? 12. Shouldn't they taJce note from last week's Critics
Comer in the paper? 13. Shouldn't the atheist from the PV true life story
and the boy who got caught stealing Bibles in last week's 20 questions
become friends? 14. Who is the fine maintenance man that can fix any
leak in the Village? 15. Why don't the cheerleaders have any spirit? 16.
How many people can't wait to tune in to KPVU tonight to hear the
real deal with 20 questions? 17. Who was mad and dissatisfied with the
Flavor of Love reunion special? 18. Do you think there will be another
Flavor of Love show? 19. How many weeks to Spring Fest? 20.
What do you really think?

This is for entertainment only. The questions submitted are not the views of The Panther.
want to tell us what you think? Please bring your comments and questions to Rm. 219 MSC or
e-mail us at pantber@lpvamu.edu. Questions are printed at the discretion of The Panther.
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Calendar & Eve11ts

Find he an -wers at the

air!
Tuesday,

ovem ber 7, 2006

9:00 AM - 3:00 PM
Student Center Ballroom
For special as ·stnuce with disabilities call 936-857-2610

Thurulay, NoY. 2, 2006
7 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
HOMECOMING
Fireworks Celebration (<4)
Blackshear Stadium/frack
9 p.m. - J1:55 p.m.
HOMECOMING
Old School Tent Party @
Alumni Field

Friday, Nov. 3, 2006

Saturday, Nov. 4, 2006

8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Career Services
Luau/Round-Up Meeting
for Parents/Guardians @
MSC Ballroom Section B

8 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta
Homecoming Sociiil @

8 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Mis PVAMU Homecoming Reunion Luncheon @
MSC Ballroom

Library

8 p.m. - 11 :55 p.m.
HOMECOMING
Step how & After-Party
@ Baby Dome

Sunday, NoY. 5, 2006

Monday, Nov. 6, 2006

Tue,,;day, Nov. 7, 2006

Wednesday, Nov. 8, 2006

l0:00 a.m.- J1 a.m.
Mor:ning worship Service
@'. Chapel

JO a.m. - 3 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta
Voting @ MSC Outside

Priority Registration BEGINS for Spring Semester

5 p.m. - 11 p.m.

7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
PAN
Game Show @ New Science Bldg. Rm. A IO I

6 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Alpha
Educational Seminar@•
New Science Bldg. Rm.
AIOI

10 n.m. - 3 p.m.
Delta Sigma Theta
Voter Registration @
MSC, Outside

PAN Hellenic
Picnic @ Student Park

6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Della Sigma Theta
PhysicaJ and Mental
Health Seminar @ New
Science Rm. Al OJ

12 p.m. - 2 p.m.

KPVU
Social w/DJ/Radio Station
@ Student Lounge

6:45 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Kamation Kourt
Surviving The Interview @.
New Science Rm. 101

8 p.m. - 11:55 p.m.

HOMECOMING
Comedy Show @ Baby
Dome

7 p.rn. - IO p.m.

PAN Hellenic
Movie Night @
MSC Ballroom Rm. 204

.11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
CAB
Hump Day On The Hill @
Alumni Field
12 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Culture Serie
Mu ical, The Mystical Ans
of Tibet@ MSC Auditorium Rm. 111
6 p.m. - 8 p.m.

CAB
Can FOO<i/Clothing Drive
<i.i University Village
Clubhouse II

Panly
Hish: 76 •p
Low: 56"F

Hlab: 7~ •
Low; 56"F

unny

Hip: 76"F
Low: 55 °F

